In the universe, everything is decided by races. Races are not the 'racist construct' that Talmudic Scholars in many Universities are teaching. Which is the official line of the Talmud, on what to teach the Goyim slaves who debate if they should naturally flock with their own kind, as nature intends.

These people who teach these things, with rare exceptions, know all too well it is the most well founded proof of reality, which they always re-affirm in their Bar Mitzvah, which is their racial jewishness. To where they belong… But tell others to not do it because this power should only be allowed to themselves and not their prey.

Notice we have Reptilians, Greys, Nordics, and who knows what other races in this universe, according to what research on the subject shows. There are many more species as well around. Now race is not some mere crap that we invented.

It's the genus of a species, what it has evolved into, what it really is. Let's see race differently, as the biological manifestation of the karma of a species. This is the product of what effort before, has created today. When we see Aliens, we can understand this better. This is how distant our perception from our world has become.

We can realize the truth when we look at nature or at physics, but when we look at ourselves, we disregard this. This is because of massive brainwashing.

Greys have the karma of a slave, and that is what they are to do. Other races have power to be free, others use this power to remain neutral, others to wage war. Others are caught in the middle of the wars of others, and other species like cats or dogs are largely irrelevant to this whole thing, as they reside under the influence of species well beyond their conception even, which are even above mankind. The list goes on. This should help us get the picture.

The aliens out there simply understand this truth. That while your ideology, your beliefs, or whatever of this nature can change, your biological reality does not change based on thought, or even time. You die in the same race you are born. This is the case even if one decides to annihilate themselves through race mixing.
and remove their blueprint from this world.

Therefore, Race is understood as the first construct in which beings should band together, or try to organize around. It's like the most basic and fundamental. This is nature's intention, and from the lowest germ to the highest species, this applies. Even germs of the same type flock together.

Greys are slaves because they were made slaves, or because they transformed into this, or because their direction was exactly to become slaves by their creators.

The more refined the members, the better everything goes for a civilization. The more this refinement process fails and beings revert back to the level of a germ, the more they run the risk of being overruled by other species, destroyed, or enslaved. Rarely there is mercy involved and help to grow other species, and that would be the case only for a race that is too far away to be destroyed by little us. This is how we have cats and dogs, without them posing any significant harm to us. We love them and help them.

There are super rare cases like our Gods, where we are treated in a humane manner and helped to advance. Of course, the inferiority of present day humanity cannot really grasp this except for a few people. The rest are blasphemous, ignorant, and just take the words of the jews as universal fact. The rule of the monkeys applies to these people who act that way, in that the inferior can never understand the superior.

The same goes for higher people in the world who help others in need, only to get spat upon in the end. In order for such a relation to work properly, the species receiving help has to actually be in the level of understanding the magnitude of what this means, and maintain respect and have the seed of evolution in it. In other words, it must share something with the first species, and the only difference between the two can be time.

This is why the Gods still have children on this planet and they haven't forsaken us completely, at least, those who lay their ears, respect, admiration, and understanding to them. There are still specimens here who can sink these concepts in and advance, because they share something from our initial creators. Humanity hasn't been completely beaten yet into beasts of the field, but the corruptive influences on the planet try to make this the case for the majority, to sink these other better types in.
However, when there are species in a similar level, they can compete. In other words, the Greys and other species compete with us. This means they are not so highly superior, but neither are they 'inferior' to the 'average' human. Actually, they are way more advanced than the average human in many ways. But they are still threatened by us.

The Greys stand as a paradigm as to what will happen to those who aren't capable to do this refinement and fall into the wrong hands. This universe has infinite possibilities in that regard. Somehow, somewhere, some life is developing now unscathed.

Nobody should claim they know everything as they simply do not. Of course, somewhere else now, there is strict domination of some paranoid species where a lower species is getting butchered.

You can see this now in this alien-run, reptilian authored, planet earth. Species that are under risk of extinction are being mercilessly butchered because some jewish madams in Israel want to wear their particular fur, for example.

In the same way the madam from Israel wants furs, and will slay a species that is closing to extinction, so will other species look up at humanity as a resource. And this is already happening in more than one way.

Hitler tried to warn humanity about these dangers before it was too late. For those who have looked deeper into the Thule society and other things, they know that the purpose of Hitler wasn't 'for this world'. Hitler didn't care for the oil, the rare metals, the flesh, or the shekels, and all the other things that motivate the primitive brains of people today, let alone 'personal motivations'.

Hitler had a specific mission to try to give an example to all people on the planet to start racially developing. Which is normal and this message came from Satan, lest we get overrun by the garbage of the universe that wants to enslave us. In the cycle of Aquarius, this would be the most important thing and it would decide our fate as individual races and species.

People who do not comply with this development, end up as slaves in this universe.

Right now in this world, all the different 'karmas', destinies, gifts, and curses that all races have, are trying to be melted into the small melting pot of earth. If one
raises many stories above to watch the situation, it's blatant that an alien force is trying to overtake the planet. And unify everyone into 'one', in a massive, tech dominated 'leadership'. This is already the case in many parts of the world. This way, it will only have 'one' species to control and control will be easier. Things are now frequently getting 'out of hand'.

Every time people awaken to a spiritual meaning, intellectually, or even racially, the powers of the world are mobilized against them.

The bad news is that this 'unification' process is now going full forward. The good news is that through this process, the members of the world at the same time realize we are different, and that we have different destinies to pursue. Also, if we fail to go after these different destinies, the whole globe will be enslaved.

One example in the above is Europe. The Europeans, thanks to Christianity which is a jewish invention, were killing each other for approximately 1500 years. Think how long this is if you think your little 'life' is anything lengthy. Crimes and death happened every day in the hundreds. From these wars, the jews in the courts were increasing their financial power, until today.

Now, when all people of European descent are heading towards extermination and the gulags together, they understand that everything before was without a reason. It took 15 centuries to understand, but now, everyone gets it. There are some shallow brains that still try to maintain these mini-games so they can feel a rush from it, but unfortunately, the future will not allow any further such behavior. This will be mercilessly crushed under necessity...

The same goes for other continents such as Africa. Africa is divided by Islam and Christianity, both jewish programs. As a result, it has unending civil warfare and constant murder, pestilence, and other problems. Africans are slowly coming together out of this process. Unfortunately, the enemy turns this 'togetherness' of theirs against their own enemies, but this may be evened out in the future.

The jews want the Africans fighting against Whites, not building up Africa. If that were the case, the jews would have to conjure more control over the region and so forth. It would be bad for them. Africa attempted to bomb Israel out of the map just 45 years ago because some people figured them out.

Where the (((Unification))) process will be done, the cattle below, of whatever nature, and hopefully retarded enough, will be unable to react or form properly any resistance against those at the top. And this is how you make an enslaved
planet for your own taking, beings made into resources.

Unification has nothing to do with 'love' and 'values'. This is how they deceive these stupid species on the below. There is no love in literally annihilating your enemy to never exist, through race mixing them. This is pure hatred.

If the powers that be actually did care for those below, they would tell them what is best for them and make their existence better. Now, their existence is purposefully made worse. They create excuses on to why this is the case, but when they serve an alien agenda that has a very specific pattern (they may not know this), "Mistakes" and other things such as destroying the planet, advancing nuclear tech, and doing anything else that is an abomination for life is to be expected.

The system of the world is in anyway focused on the tranquilization and torture of the people in the levels below. And this is what many stupidly call the "Illuminati" and by many other names to cover up for their master and inventor of their 'muh illuminati' theories.

But in fact, one needs to look no further than the global 'famous' religions and who they worship. They are a race, and they are called the jews. They are actually the proxy from which the alien forces act on this planet.

Others say Satan has the world into his hands... If Satan has had the world in his hands, we would now have kingdoms and be going for universal conquest. People would have been healthy and spiritually aware. We are currently not able to imagine the conditions as simply our mind and even our dreams are drastically limited by the projection of Satan's enemies right now.

For now, teenagers die in the streets by heroin overdose, while everything decays so some disgusting entities can rule over the end result of this endless decay. And people make plans on how they will become a better cesspool to be ruled by those at the top, while thinking they are free.

This is the world of jesus, this is mohammed, and this is the world of the jews, their servants, and their masters. A world where there are many people on it, but there is nothing that resembles people anymore in it. A bleeding cesspool of excrement, without a future, without an aim.

A world where everyone thinks they are someone and entitled, but they are squashed like an ant into only being a useless data number in Facebook, a
global interface for the billions of goyim to be monitored into a reptilian database so the members of the world are registered. Later, they will add some biometrics to it. They must have the information of your eyelids, your fingerprint, what you like, what you dislike...

Otherwise how can they rule the world below? By a heart they do not possess, or by insight that they lack completely?

Satan wouldn't want to buy this world for a dime, or even if it was given to him for free. Some also say that Satan wants to buy their souls, but is their soul even worth a dime?
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